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CDNS 4000
Capstone Seminar: Object Affinity
Seminar/Workshop
Thursdays 18:05-20:55
Dunton Tower 1216 (other locations e.g. Canadian Museum of Nature, CUAG, tbd.)
Instructor: Rebecca Clare Dolgoy
Office: 201A St. Patrick’s Building
Office hours: by appointment
Email: rebecca.dolgoy@carleton.ca
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Course Description:
What are the hidden stories of museum objects? How do we read and write museum stories? How
do subjective museum experiences become shared?
In Object Affinity, the winter 2018 iteration of CDNS 4000 (Capstone Seminar), students will have
the opportunity to engage closely with Canadian Museum of Nature’s (CMN) collection, spaces,
and personnel. We will use objects from the CMN’s collection as anchor points for a semesterlength seminar/workshop aimed at producing new objects.
In Object Affinity you will have the chance to practice knowledge mobilization and to bring and use
everything you’ve learned and developed during your Bachelor’s studies to a “real-world” challenge
given to us by a “real-world” institution. The CMN has given us a task: to interrogate and interpret
its objects and spaces within the context of emerging curatorial understandings that situate
humans as part of nature and human narratives as integral to the storytelling in natural history
museums. They have asked us to explore the theme “harmony”. Throughout the course we will
both build an imagined exhibition – “Harmony” – using images of objects from the CMN’s collection
and its architectural spaces, and we will assemble an accompanying catalogue. Every student will
contribute an “object” (photo) to the virtual exhibition and be responsible for writing a 1250-word
essay/catalogue text. Students will also work together in groups to produce “Choose Your Own
Adventure” museum/gallery trails that will both connect objects throughout the various galleries and
use them to facilitate critical and interactive visitor engagement.
At the end of the course, students will have the opportunity to participate in a workshop that will
combine these individual trails into one larger trail. This final output will début at a Nature Nocturne
in which students may choose to participate and will also become part of the Canadian Museum of
Nature’s interpretive collection.
“Object Affinity” is:
• A cuPortfolio-based course: Rather than a standard midterm/final/essay format, students
will be expected to produce regular reflections, and complete small tasks throughout the
term. There will be regularly scheduled portfolio check-in points (Class 4, 8, 12, and the last
date of term). Students will be instructed on how to use cuPortfolio and templates for some
of the assignments will be provided.
• A course that depends on collaboration and co-creation: Some of the work we do together
will be collaborative (e.g. gallery trails). We will also build a shared critical vocabulary: some
of the assignments will necessitate students teaching readings to their colleagues or
reporting on a museum visit.
• A course that will take us outside the classroom: Five sessions will be held at the Canadian
Museum of Nature. Two sessions will be held at CUAG. One session will be held at another
one of the National Museums.
“Object Affinity”’s portfolio format will allow students to document their learning and experience.
This will be a helpful resource for life outside the classroom: when asked how to “apply” skills,
knowledge, and experience gained in university to professional situations. It will also allow them to
make connections between the various course activities and submit work that is creative that uses
a variety of media.
No previous museum experience is necessary. Participants from all disciplinary and experiential
backgrounds are welcome. The course is designed to foster and make manifest multiperspectivity
and subjective, personal, and emotional responses to museums.
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Course Objectives/Aims
This course has three main aims:
1. To help students grasp and practice ethical, critical, and creative approaches to museology
and curatorship: Situated amidst other 2017 museum legacy projects, the CMN is at the
fore of developing new museological protocols. We will engage with and challenge these
protocols.
2. To help students cultivate critical, analytical, and communication skills that will be useful for
them outside the classroom: All of the skills we practice together (e.g. working
independently and in teams, assessing the needs of various stakeholders, engaging with
institutions and their public) are important in most professional fields and public contexts.
3. To empower knowledge mobilization: So often museums are experienced as top-down
places where we go to learn. This course aims to upset this unidirectional flow of
knowledge and experience and to find ways in which students can intervene in these
institutions that are productive and exciting.

Learning Outcomes
By the end of the course students will be able to:
1. Analyze the CMN’s curatorial practices and situate them within the context of Canada’s
other national museums.
2. Develop tools that promote the “mobilization” of their research and ideas.
3. Practice working as a cohort.
4. Generate high-quality critical texts and engaging gallery/museum trails.
5. Formulate thoughtful reflections on their own experiences and positionalities.

Required Readings/Material
A week-by-week schedule of required material is available in this syllabus (appendix 1) and on
cuLearn. Where possible, all material will be posted on cuLearn through AERES. Most of the
material will either take the form of a PDF (e.g. article, scanned book chapter) or a link to a
video/website.
The course’s main “primary material” is the CMN: its spaces and collections. Students will be
expected to “read’ the museum throughout the course. A list of additional reading and other critical
material that might be helpful is available in this syllabus (appendix 2). Please feel free to bring
additional material (e.g. texts, images, videos) that you think is helpful to my attention and to the
attention of your colleagues.

Course Outputs
As a cohort we will produce both an imagined virtual exhibition using images we take at the CMN
called “Harmony” and its accompanying catalogue. Both the exhibition and the catalogue need to
address various intersections and continuities/discontinuities between nature and culture as well as
situate humans as part of nature (rather than as separate from it) through close engagement with
the CMN’s collection and spaces. The catalogue will be published on the Capstone Seminar
Website and/or the CMN’s website (e.g. the Nature Nocturne page).
The exhibition will be comprised of photographic “objects” and will be accompanied by short texts
(max. 100 words) that will be produced by the students. “Objects” here can be photos of actual
museum objects or of moments in the museum where architecture and collection are
juxtaposed/brought together. Simple templates will be provided but students are free to design
their contributions on their own if they prefer. Each student will contribute one “object” to the
exhibition.
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The catalogue will comprise the exhibition and the following texts:
• A series of critical essays of 1250 words. Students can pick one of the pre-selected topics
but they may also choose to develop their own topic. One topic can have multiple authors.
The list of topics includes:
o A critical history of the CMN: either an overview or the history of one element (e.g.
architecture, one gallery and its many iterations, the new Arctic Galleries, new
curatorial practices)
o A critical look at Canada’s National Museums in 2017 (e.g. a comparative study of
two or more museums in the National Capital Region, an analysis of heritage policy
particularly in relation to the TRC’s calls to action)
o A critical study of the representations of “nature” in museums (e.g. nature/culture
binaries in natural history museums - historical examples and development/trends,
comparative study)
o A critical examination of ethical questions pertaining to “objects”
o A critical exploration of how multiperspectivity/the negotiation of different
knowledges
o A meditation on the idea of “harmony”
• “Choose Your Own Adventure” Gallery Trails: Students will work together in groups to
produce a series of “gallery trails” through the museum with the theme “Harmony”.
• Optional: students may choose to submit a positionality/reflective piece to the catalogue.
They may choose to adapt the reflective statement they need to prepare for class or
produce something totally different. This is not mandatory and it will not be graded.

Assignments/Evaluation
A short description of each of assignment may be found in the syllabus. Detailed briefs of each
assignment can be found on cuLearn. Should the need arise, updated briefs will be distributed in
class and made available on cuLearn.
Portfolio Assignments: 40%
Portfolio Check-In 1: 10% due before the start of Class 4
• My Portfolio: Setting up your portfolio (e.g. reflection, setting guiding questions and learning
objectives)
• Mini-Collection 1 – “Harmony”: 5 photos taken at the CMN that embody the idea of
“Harmony” with short captions/descriptions
• Reflection1 - On ethics/positionality (max. 500 words)
Portfolio Check-In 2: 10% due before the start of Class 8
• Reflection 2: On working with objects (max. 500 words)
• Response to Nature and Culture: Response to “the poetics of natural history museums”
(e.g. 500 word reflection or poetic response) or response to nature/culture binary (e.g. 500
word synthesis of the various articles we covered in class or in-depth commentary on one
of the articles)
• Mini-Collection 2 – "Objects and Questions”: 5 photos of objects taken at the CMN with
three questions we could ask about each object
Portfolio Check-In 3: 10% due before the start of Class 12
• Mini-Collection 3 – “Catalogues”: 10 examples of “catalogues” (e.g. photographs of
catalogues, images you find online, you may also choose to import a screenshot of a
Pinterest Board). You will also be required to write a brief description of your mini-collection
(max. 250 words)
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•
•

Mini-Collection 4 – “Other Museums”: 5 photos taken at other museums (e.g. Canadian
Museum of History, National Gallery of Canada, Canadian Science and Technology
Museum) and accompanying short captions/descriptions
Mini-Collection 5 – “Interventions”: 10 examples of museum “interventions” (e.g.
photographs of catalogues, images you find online, you may also choose to import a
screenshot of a Pinterest Board). You will also be required to write a brief description of
your mini-collection (max. 250 words). This is a group activity that will be done in class.

Portfolio Check-In 4: 10% due by 5pm on April 11th
• Final reflection (max. 800 words)
Presentations and Participation: 20%
• Two short group presentations on a reading (including slides): 10% (5% each)
• Sustained respectful and generous participation: 10%
Exhibition/Catalogue Assignments: 40% due by 5 pm on April 11th
• “Object” (1 photo with label and 150-200 word description): 5%
• 1250 word catalogue text: 20%
• “Gallery Trail” (group assignment): 15%
Total: 100%

Policy on submitting work, deadlines/late submission
If you know that you will need an extension or accommodation please contact the instructor before
the start of Class 4 (February 1st). Late assignments will be penalized at 5% per day. Please verify
the due dates and times of the various assignments. Portfolio Check-Ins 1-3 are due before the
start of class (4, 8, 12) your final reflection, catalogue essay and group gallery/museum trail are due
before 5 pm on April 11th. The late penalty will be applied to work handed in after the due date/time.

Policy on excursions/field trips
Excursions/field trips to the CMN, CUAG, and one other National Museum that fall during class time
(Thursdays 6-8) are mandatory. The one exception is the special session on Monday February 12,
as it falls out of normal class hours. All efforts will be made to record the session for those who
cannot attend. Additional activities will be made available for those who cannot participate in that
session. Students will be expected to sign both consent and code of conduct forms at the start of
term.

Academic Integrity
The following texts are adapted from Carleton’s academic integrity and equity policies. For more
details see the Academic Integrity Policy: https://carleton.ca/secretariat/wpcontent/uploads/Academic-Integrity-Policy.pdf
Plagiarism: Plagiarism is a very serious academic offence. It occurs when someone tries to pass
anyone else’s work as their own. It occurs when a student either a) directly copies more than one or
two sentences of another’s written work without acknowledgement; or b) closely paraphrases the
equivalent of a short paragraph or more without acknowledgement; and c) borrows, without
acknowledgement, any ideas in a clear and recognized form, in such a way, as to present them as
the student’s own thoughts, where such ideas, if they were the student’s own would contribute to
the merit of his or her work. Instructors who suspect plagiarism are required to submit the paper
and supporting documentation to the Department Chair, who will refer the case to the Dean.
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Resubmission of Work: Because of the nature of the final project you may have questions about
re-submitting your work. Prior approval of the instructor must be obtained if you intend to submit
work that has previously or concurrently been submitted, in whole or in part, for credit in any other
course.

Academic Accommodation
You may need special arrangements to meet your academic obligations during the term. For an
accommodation request the processes are as follows:
Religious obligation: Please write to me with any requests for academic accommodation as soon
as possible after the need for accommodation is known to exist. For details visit the Equity Services
website: http://www2.carleton.ca/equity/
Pregnancy obligation: Please write to me with any requests for academic accommodation as soon
as possible after the need for accommodation is known to exist. For details visit the Equity Services
website: http://www2.carleton.ca/equity/
Academic Accommodations for Students with Disabilities:
The Paul Menton Centre for Students with Disabilities (PMC) provides services to students with
Learning Disabilities (LD), psychiatric/mental health disabilities, Attention Deficit Hyperactivity
Disorder (ADHD), Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD), chronic medical conditions, and impairments
in mobility, hearing, and vision. If you have a disability requiring academic accommodations in this
course, please contact PMC at 613-520-6608 or pmc@carleton.ca for a formal evaluation. If you are
already registered with the PMC, contact your PMC coordinator to send me your Letter of
Accommodation as soon as possible. After requesting accommodation from PMC, please meet
with me to ensure accommodation arrangements are made. Please consult the PMC website for
the deadline to request accommodations for the formally-scheduled exam (if applicable) at
http://www2.carleton.ca/pmc/new-and-current-students/dates-and- deadlines/. You can visit the
Equity Services website to view the policies and to obtain more detailed information on academic
accommodation at: http://www2.carleton.ca/equity/
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Appendix 1:
Course Schedule (includes readings and other material)
Thursdays 18:05-20:55
Dunton Tower 1216 (unless otherwise indicated)
• Please note that because the sessions in the CMN will likely only last 2 hours, we will
have one supplementary session during first half of the term (Class 6 - Poetics of
Natural History Museums) and each student will have a one-on-one half-hour tutorial
with the instructor in the second half of the term. During the tutorial we will discuss
final projects and any outstanding questions relating to course material.
The schedule of readings and discussion themes/topics is subject to change due to a variety
of factors (e.g. availability of guests/museum personnel)
CLASS 1, January 11: INTRODUCTIONS I (DT1216)
Material: Syllabus, introductory presentation (instructor), Nina Simon “Opening Up the Museum”
(TED Talk), https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aIcwIH1vZ9w&t=310s
Activities: introductions, discussion, going through the syllabus, video, setting up cuPortfolios
CLASS 2, JANUARY 18: INTRODUCTIONS II (CMN)
Material:
“History and Buildings”, Canadian Museum of Nature (website): http://nature.ca/en/aboutus/history-buildings
“Mission and Mandate”, Canadian Museum of Nature (website): http://nature.ca/en/aboutus/museum-corporation/mission-mandate
“Museums Act” (1990), Justice Laws Website (Government of Canada), http://lawslois.justice.gc.ca/PDF/M-13.4.pdf
Activities: introduction to museum (the people, the collection, the spaces), photo assignment for
portfolio

Preparing
CLASS 3, JANUARY 25: SOME ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS (DT1216)
Material: (While everyone is encouraged to read all of the articles, each student is responsible for
closely reading one or two sources. Students will work together in groups to prepare and present
specific readings to their colleagues)
Theories and Overview:
Marstine, Janet. 2011. “The Contingent Nature of the New Museum Ethics.” In The Routledge
Companion to Museum Ethics, edited by Janet Marstine. New York, NY: Routledge, 3-25.
Decolonizing:
Phillips, Ruth, B. 2011. “A Preface – By Way of an Introduction.” In Museum Pieces: Towards the
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Indigenization of Canadian Museums. Montréal: McGill-Queen’s University Press, 3-22.
“The museum will not be colonized + look at the project”
Kassim, Sumaya. 2017. “The Museum Will Not Be Decolonized.” Media Diversified.
https://mediadiversified.org/2017/11/15/the-museum-will-not-be-decolonised/amp/
And look at the website exhibition at the Birmingham Museum Kassim is discussing
http://www.birminghammuseums.org.uk/bmag/whats-on/the-past-is-now-birmingham-andthe-british-empire
Curating Difficult Knowledges:
Simon, Roger, I. 2011. “Afterword: The Turn to Pedagogy: A Needed Conversation on the Practice
of Curating Difficult Knowledge.” Curating Difficult Knowledge: Violence Pasts in Public
Places, edited by Erica Lehrer, Cynthia E. Milton, and Monica Eileen Patterson. New York,
NY: Palgrave Macmillan, 193-209.
Sites of Trauma:
Williams, Paul. 2007. “The Surviving Object: Presence and Absence in Memorial Museums.”
Memorial Museums. New York, NY: Berg, 25-50.
Activities: discussion of museum visit, group work (prepare slides that summarize articles),
presentations
Due: group presentations on article

CLASS 4, FEBRUARY 1: WORKING WITH OBJECTS/MULTIPERSPECTIVITY (CUAG)
Material:
British Museum. “Talking Objects Toolkit.”
http://www.britishmuseum.org/about_us/community_collaborations/partnerships/talking_ob
jects/talking_objects_toolkit/what_is_talking_objects.aspx
Museum of London. “Handling Museum Objects:
https://www.museumoflondon.org.uk/Resources/e-learning/handling-museum-objects/
German, Senta, Jim Harris. 2017. “Agile Objects.” Journal of Museum Education 42 (3): 248-257.
Activities: introduction to CUAG and discussion, workshop (writing objects, and multiperspectivity)
Due: Portfolio Check-in 1

CLASS 5, FEBRUARY 8: OBJECT HANDLING (CMN)
Activities: object handling session, discussion with curator, photo session
CLASS 6, FEBRUARY 12 (CMN): POETICS OF NATURAL HSITORY MUSEUMS
Because of the availability of visitors from out of town, this session is taking place outside
the normally scheduled class. For those who cannot make it, we are aiming to have it filmed.
Should this not be possible, an alternative activity will be planned.
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Material: tbd
Activities: tbd
CLASS 7, FEBRUARY 15: CHALLENGING THE NATURE/CULTURE BINARY (DT1216)
Material: (While everyone is encouraged to read all of the articles, each student is responsible for
closely reading one or two sources. Students will work together in groups to prepare and present
one of the readings to their colleagues)
Anthropocene (2 presentations, the first on Haraway and the second on Zahara and
Picard/Todd):
Haraway, Donna. “Anthropocene, Capitalocene, Plantationocene, Chthulicene: Making Kin.”
Environmental Humanities. 6: 159-165.
Zahara, Alex. 2017. “Difference in the Anthropocene: Indigenous Environmentalism in the Face of
Settler Colonialism.” https://discardstudies.com/2017/03/14/difference-in-theanthropocene-indigenous-environmentalism-in-the-face-of-settler-colonialism/
Picard, Caroline and Zoe Todd. 2016. “The Future is Elastic (But it Depends): An Interview with Zoe
Todd.” Bad At Sports (blog). http://badatsports.com/2016/the-future-is-elastic-but-itdepends-an-interview-with-zoe
todd/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=twitter&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+BadAtSpo
rts+%28Bad+at+Sports%29
Northern Experience:
Hulan, Renée. 2002. “Introduction: A Northern Nation?”. In Northern Experience and the Myths of
Canadian Culture, 2-38. Montréal: McGill-Queen’s University Press.
Hybridity:
Latour, Bruno. 1993. “Crisis”. In We Have Never Been Modern, translated by Catherine Porter, 1-12.
Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press.
Art/Photography:
Hodgins, Peter, Peter Thompson. 2011. “Taking the Romance out of Extraction: Contemporary
Canadian Artists and the Subversion of the Romantic/Extractive Gaze.” Environmental
Communication. 5(4): 393-410.
Inextricability:
Simpson, Leanne Betasamosake. 2014. “Land as Pedagogy: Nishnaabeg Intelligence and
Rebellious Transformation.” Decolonization: Indigeneity, Education & Society. 3 (3): 1-25
Activities: discussion of museum visit, group work (prepare slides that summarize articles),
presentations
Due: group presentations on article
WINTER BREAK (February 19-23)
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Producing
CLASS 8, MARCH 1: CATALOGUING (CUAG)
Material:
Krmpotich, Cara, Alexander Somerville. “Affective Presence: The Metonymical Catalogue”.
Museum Anthropology. 39 (2): 178-191.
Getty Foundation. 2017. Museum Catalogues in the Digital Age: A Final Report on the Getty
Foundation’s Online Scholarly Catalogue Initiative. https://www.getty.edu/publications/oscireport/
Activities: workshop with catalogues and cataloguing
Due: Portfolio Check-In 2

CLASS 9, MARCH 8: Other Museums: National Gallery, Canadian Museum of History, Science
and Technology (locations various)
Material:
Amyot, Chantal, Lisa Leblanc, and David Morrison. 2017. “Creating the Canadian History Hall.” In
Stories of Canada: The Canadian History Hall, 8-27. Gatineau: The Canadian Museum of
History.
Activities: students will work in groups and will visit another one of Canada’s National Museums,
the visit will be mentored (e.g. by the instructor or by a graduate student), students will have a
photo assignment and worksheet to complete while at the museum, and each group will present to
the rest of the cohort in Class 10

CLASS 10, MARCH 15: INTERVENTIONS (DT1216)
Material:
Morris, Rachel. 2012. “Imaginary Museums: What Mainstream Museums Can Learn From Them.”
Museum Making: Narratives, Architectures, Exhibitions edited by Suanne Macleod, Laura
Hourston Hanks, and Jonathan Hale, 5-11. New York, NY: Routledge.
Butler, Shelley Ruth, and Erica Lehrer. 2016. “Introduction.” In Curatorial Dreams edited by Butler
Shelley Ruth, and Erica Lehrer, 3-23. Montréal: McGill-Queen’s University Press.
Fred Wilson (case study)
Wilson, Fred, Howard Halle. “Mining the Museum.” Grand Street. 44: 151-172.
Fred Wilson. Museum Interventions: https://www.sfmoma.org/fred-wilsons-museuminterventions/ (video)
Fred Wilson in Interview with Janet Marstine.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=csFP2YldIoQ (video)
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Activities: discussion of the articles (please email discussion question in advance), working in
groups to build a pasteboard/pinterest of museum interventions
Due: students will work in groups to present findings from other museums

Presenting
CLASS 11, MARCH 22: DEVELOPING AND STARTING TO PRODUCE THE TRAIL (CMN)
Material:
Activities: trail development workshop
CLASS 12, MARCH 29: PRODUCING AND TESTING THE TRAIL (CMN)
Material:
Activities: trail workshop and testing
Due: Portfolio Check-in 3
CLASS 13, APRIL 5: PRESENTING THE TRAIL (CMN)
Activities: presentation of trails with CMN staff and invited guests, discussion
Final projects (both essay and trail), and Portfolio Check-in 4: due April 11 (last day of term)

Potential Public Engagement Activity:
Workshop (tbd) and Nature Nocturne (April 27th)/Science By Night (tbd)
Everyone in the course is invited to take the class project to the next iteration. We have been invited
to use what we produce in class as the basis for an actual gallery trail that will be used during
Nature Nocturne and Science by Night. The Museum might also use it for other programming
needs. We have also been invited to “perform” the trail during those evenings. Participation is not
mandatory and it is not formally part of the course.
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Appendix 2
Selected Bibliography/Reading/Viewing List

Selected Bibliography/Reading/Viewing List
Museum Studies
Anderson, Gail (ed). 2004. Reinventing the Museum: Historical and Contemproary Perspectives on
the Paradism Shift. Oxford, UK: AltaMira Press
Bennet, Tony. 1995. The Birth of the Museum: History, Theory, Politics. Abingdon, UK: Routledge.
Busy, Karen, Adam Muller, Andrew Woolford (eds). 2015. The Idea of a Human Rights Museum.
Winnipeg: University of Manitoba Press.
Butler, Shelly Ruth, Erica Lehrer. 2016. Curatorial Dreams: Critics Imgine Exhibitions. Montréal:
McGill-Queen’s University Press.
Carbonell, Bettina Messias (ed). 2012. Museum Studies: An Anthology of Contexts (second edition).
Malden, MA: Blackwell Publishing Ltd.
Hein, Hilde. Public Art: Thinking Museums Differently. 2006. Oxford, UK: AltMira Press.
Karp, Ivan, Christine Mullen Kreamer, Steven D. Lavine (eds). 1992. Museums and Communities:
The Politics of Public Cultures. Washington, DC: Smithsonian.
Lehrer, Erica, Cynthia E. Milton, and Monica Eileen Patterson. 2011. Curating Difficult Knowledge:
Violence Pasts in Public Places, edited by. New York, NY: Palgrave Macmillan,
Lonetree, Amy. 2012. Decolonizing Museums: Representing Native America in National and Tribal
Museums. Chapel Hill, NC: University of North Carolina Press.
Macdonald, Sharon. A Companion to Museum Studies. 2011. Malden, MA: Blackwell Publishing
Ltd.
MacLeod, Suzanne, Laura Hourston Hanks, Jonathan Hale (eds). 2012. Museum Making:
Narratives, Architectures, Exhibitions. Abingdon, UK: Routledge.
Marstine, Janet (ed). 2011. The Routledge Companion to Museum Ethics: Redefining Ethics for the
Twenty-First Century Museum. Abingdon, UK: Routledge.
Phillips, Ruth. 2011. Museum Pieces: Toward the Indigenization of Canadian Museums (Vol. 7).
Montreal: McGill-Queen's Press-MQUP.
Pamuk, Orhan. 2012. The Innocence of Objects. New York, NY: Abrams.
Preziosi, Donald (ed). 2009. The Art of Art History: A Critical Anthology. New York, NY: Oxford
University Press.
Williams, Paul. 2007. Memorial Museums. New York, NY, Berg.
Indigenous and Canadian Studies
Asch, Michael. 2014. On Being Here to Stay: Treaties and Aboriginal Rights in Canada.
Toronto: University of Toronto Press.
Barker, Adam. J. 2009. The Contemporary Reality of Canadian Imperialism: Settler
Colonialism and the Hybrid Colonial State. The American Indian Quarterly, 33(3), 325-351.
Battell Lowman, Emma, Adam J. Barker. 2015. Settler: Identity and Colonialism in 21st
Century Canada. Halifax & Winnipeg: Fernwood Publishing.
Battiste, Marie. 2011. Reclaiming Indigenous Voice and Vision. Vancouver: UBC Press.
Bociurkiw, Marusya. 2011. Feeling Canadian: Television, Nationalism, and Affect.
Waterloo: Wilfrid Laurier University Press.
Borrows, John. 2005. “Crown and Aboriginal Occupations of Land: A History and
Comparison.” Report commissioned by the Canadian Ministry of the Attorney General.
Chambers, Iain, Lidia Curti. 1996. The Post-colonial Question: Common Skies, Divided
Horizons. London: Routledge.
Coates, Ken. 2015. #Idlenomore and the Remaking of Canada. Regina: University of Regina Press.
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Coulthard, Glen Sean. 2014. Red Skin White Masks: Rejecting the Colonial Politics of Recognition.
Minneapolis, MN: University of Minnesota Press.
Henderson, Jennifer, Pauline Wakeham. 2013. Reconciling Canada: Critical Perspectives on the
Culture of Redress. Toronto: University of Toronto Press.
Hulan, Renée. 2002. Northern Experience and the Myths of Canadian Culture. Montréal: MGillQueen’s University Press.
Kamboureli, Smaro, and Robert Zacharias (eds). 2012. Shifting the Ground of Canadian Literary
Studies. TransCanada Series. Waterloo: Wilfrid Laurier University Press.
Lawrence, Bonita. 2012. Fractured Homeland: Federal Recognition and Algonquin Identity in
Ontario. Vancouver: University of British Columbia Press.
Mackey, Eva. 2002. The House of Difference: Cultural Politics and National Identity in Canada.
Toronto: University of Toronto Press.
Mackey, Eva. 2016. Unsettled Expectations: Uncertainty, Land and Settler Decolonization. Halifax:
Fernwood Publishing.
Manuel, Arthur, Grand Chief Ronald M. Derrickson. 2015. Unsettling Canada: A National Wake-Up
Call. Toronto: Between the Lines.
Neatby, Nicole, Peter Hodgins (eds). 2012. Settling and Unsettling Memories: Essays in Canadian
Public History. Toronto: University of Toronto Press.
Opp, James, Walsh, John. 2010. Placing Memory and Remembering Place in Canada. Vancouver:
UBC Press.
Regan, Paulette. 2010. Unsettling the Settler Within: Indian Residential Schools, Truth Telling, and
Reconciliation in Canada. Vancouver: UBC Press.
Simpson, Leanne Betasamosake. 2011. Dancing On Our Turtle's Back: Stories of Nishnaabeg Recreation, Resurgence and a New Emergence. Winnipeg: Arbeiter Ring Publishing.
Sugars, Cynthia, Elleanor Rose Ty (eds). 2014. Canadian Literature and Cultural Memory. Oxford:
Oxford University Press.
Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada. 2015. Canada's Residential Schools: The Legacy
(Volume 5). The Final Report Of The Truth And Reconciliation Commission Of Canada. Truth
and Reconciliation Commission of Canada.
Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada (2015). What We Have Learned: Principles of Truth
and Reconciliation. Winnipeg: CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform.
Tuck, Eve, K Wayne Yang. 2012. “Decolonization is Not a Metaphor.“Decolonization: igeneity,
Education & Society 1 (1): 1-40.

Useful Websites/Links
Carleton University Writing Services: https://carleton.ca/csas/writing-services/
Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada: http://www.trc.ca
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